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Abstract 
An approach to the semantics of CCS-like communicating processes is proposed that is based 
upon evaluation of processes to input- or output-committed form, with no explicit mention of 
silent actions. This leads to a co-inductively defined notion of evaluation bisimilarity - a form 
of weak branching-time equivalence which is shown to be a congruence, even in the presence 
of summation. The relationship between this evaluation-based approach and the more traditional, 
labelled transition semantics is investigated. In particular, with some restriction on sums, CCS 
observation equivalence is characterised purely in terms of evaluation to committed form, and 
evaluation bisimilarity is characterised as a weak delay equivalence. These results are extended 
to the higher-order case, where evaluation bisimilarity coincides with Sangiorgi’s weak context 
bisimilarity. An evaluation-based approach to n-calculus and the relationship with Milner and 
Sangiorgi’s reduction-based notion of barbed bisimulation are also examined. @ 1998 - Elsevier 
Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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1. Introduction 
Beginning with Milner’s CCS [14], it has become commonplace to specify the op- 
erational semantics of languages for concurrent, communicating processes by means of 
an action-labelled transition relation between process expressions; and ideally, by one 
that is inductively defined by rules following the structure of expressions [23]. In par- 
ticular, this provides the means for defining notions of process equivalence in terms of 
various kinds of bisimulation relation derived from the labelled transition system, with 
associated co-induction proof techniques. This approach to process calculi has been 
very fruitful. So before proposing an alternative approach, as we do in this paper, it 
is necessary to examine the weak points of the status quo. We identify two which 
influenced the worked presented here. 
Firstly, the construction of weak, branching-time congruences is not as simple as one 
might wish. The gap between CCS observation equivalence and observation congruence 
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in the presence of summation is the best known example of the difficulties we have 
in mind; but see also [6]. The use of a transition system in which externally unob- 
servable behaviour is represented explicitly (by r-transitions) does not always fit well 
with defining congruences (i.e. equivalences respecting the language constructs) which 
abstract from such behaviour (i.e. are ‘weak’), but which do not identify processes 
with different ‘may’ and ‘must’ behaviour with respect to external actions. 
Secondly and perhaps more significantly, for languages that have higher-order fea- 
tures [17,28], or which combine concurrent communication with higher order functions 
[5,24], it has proved difficult to devise labelled transition semantics that are both sim- 
ple and give rise to weak bisimilarities with expected properties. For example, witness 
the difficulties caused by the combination of (higher order) value-passing actions with 
static restriction discussed by Sangiorgi in [27]. 
Milner and Sangiorgi were partly addressing this second kind of problem when they 
introduced the notion of barbed bisimulation [ 181, defined in terms of a reduction 
relation and a convergence predicate. This approach is both simple (especially when 
combined with the use of ‘chemistry’ [2], i.e. a structural congruence relation) and 
uniform - in the sense that one can easily apply it to some quite different-looking 
calculi. It has certainly been applied successfully: see [16,25,4]. Yet there remain 
difficulties of the first kind mentioned above, to do with factoring out reductions (i.e. r- 
transitions) in weak equivalences; and the ‘barbed’ approach usually involves quite 
heavy use of closure under contexts in order to obtain a congruence relation. 
For sequential languages, the use of a reduction relation to specify operational seman- 
tics usually comes along with some fixed strategy for reducing configurations, including 
a notion of which configurations are in final, or canonical, form. Therefore, for many 
purposes one can abstract away from the single steps of reduction and just consider an 
evaluation relation between configurations and the canonical forms to which they give 
rise (if any). As for one-step reduction relations, so for ‘big-step’ evaluation relations, 
the ideal situation is where evaluation to canonical form is inductively defined by rules 
that follow the syntactical structure of the language. For programming languages, the 
best-known example of a large scale operational semantics in this style is the definition 
of Standard ML [ 191. In a somewhat purer vein, evaluation to canonical form is a key 
part of Martin-LiX’s type-theoretic foundation for constructive mathematics [12]. 
This paper attempts to demonstrate that process calculi can be based upon evaluation 
to canonical form and that some of the problems mentioned above are solved thereby; 
in particular, in this approach there is no mention of r-transitions a priori. At first it 
might seem unlikely that the interactive nature of process communication can be ade- 
quately captured by an evaluation relation. But note that canonical forms may well con- 
tain unevaluated subexpressions that get ‘activated’ in bisimulation equivalences based 
upon evaluation. The paradigmatic example is Abramsky’s ‘lazy’ lambda calculus [l], 
in which evaluation does not take place ‘under the lambda’ - canonical forms are 
lambda abstractions, Ix.E, with E unevaluated. Abram&y’s applicative bisimulation is 
the greatest symmetric relation Z3 between closed lambda terms such that if Ml g&G 
and A41 J,l Ix .El, then M2 4 2x.E~ holds for some E2 with El [N/x] W Ez[N/x] for all 
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closed N. Here JJ. denotes the (call-by-name) evaluation relation. The ‘interaction’ 
embodied in this definition is one of evaluating to a lambda abstraction versus supply- 
ing an argument for the parameter in the body of the abstraction. 
To develop a similar style of semantics for processes, the crucial question is of 
course: “what are the canonical forms?’ For CCS-like calculi, a natural answer is 
to take processes like a(x) .P(x) and iv. Q which are committed to input and out- 
put actions respectively. (We consider other answers in Section 4.2.) We develop this 
‘evaluation to committed form’ approach in Section 2 (for the non-value-passing case, 
for simplicity). As is the case for the reduction-based approach leading to barbed 
bisimilarity, we work modulo a structural congruence relation. In fact this seems 
to be necessary for the evaluation-based approach to yield a sufficiently rich theory 
(see Remark 4). We define an associated notion of evaluation bisimilarity and adapt 
Howe’s work [lo] on congruence properties of applicative bisimilarity to show that it 
is a congruence. (Although we put restrictions on summation in Section 2, the con- 
gruence property holds without them: see Section 4.4.) Besides being a congruence, 
evaluation bisimilarity seems a reasonable ‘weak, branching-time’ process equivalence 
whose definition is completely z-free. In Section 3 we investigate its relationship to 
existing, transition-based equivalences. 
To do that we first have to examine the relationship between our notion of evalu- 
ation to committed form, P J. L.P’, and the usual labelled transition relation. Roughly 
speaking, P Jl8.P’ means that P can do some number of t-transitions followed by 
an e-transition to become a process strongly equivalent to P’: see Lemma 19 and 
Theorem 21. These results permit one to characterise CCS observation equivalence 
purely in terms of evaluation to committed form (at least in the case that summation 
is restricted to action-guarded summands). Moreover, they lead to a characterisation of 
evaluation bisimilarity as delay bisimulation equivalence [13,29] - which is like CCS 
* * * 
observation equivalence except that 2 is used in place of ‘2: see Theorem 24. 
Delay bisimulation equivalence is finer than CCS observation equivalence, but coarser 
than Van Glabbeek and Weijland’s branching bisimulation equivalence: see [6]. Similar 
delay equivalences have occurred recently in work on higher order process calculi [27] 
and on integrations of functions and processes [3]. Pleasingly, the evaluation-based 
approach extends smoothly to higher-order processes and we obtain a coincidence be- 
tween evaluation bisimilarity and Sangiorgi’s weak context bisimilarity (Theorem 27). 
This is described briefly in Section 4 along with a number of other topics: a treatment 
of asynchronous-output n-calculus in terms of evaluation to input-committed form, the 
relationship between our evaluation-based approach and the ‘barbed’ approach, and the 
relation between evaluation and transition in the presence of unrestricted summation. 
2. Evaluation bisimilarity 
As a first illustration of the use of an evaluation relation to specify the behaviour 
of communicating processes, we consider a subset of CCS [14] which we call normal 
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CCS, or NCCS for short. It has operators for composition, restriction, recursion, and 
synchronous input and output, but has summation restricted to normal processes - 
which by definition are (finite) sums of processes committed to input or output actions. 
Thus, for example, the CCS process x.O+j.O is in NCCS, but n.O+ (j.Olz.0) and 
x.0 + r.J.0 are not. ’ 
Why use this restricted form of CCS to introduce the evaluation-based semantics 
of processes? The answer lies in the fact that with the restriction to input/output- 
guarded summation, there is a close correspondence between the evaluation- and the 
labelled transition-based semantics of CCS (see Section 3); whereas in the presence 
of unguarded summation, the situation is more complicated (see Section 4.4). Since 
the notions of evaluation to committed form and evaluation bisimilarity we are going 
to introduce seem rather natural ones, this ‘misbehaviour’ of unguarded summation is 
perhaps an indication of its semantically problematic nature.’ It is worth remarking 
that unguarded recursion causes no problems for the tie-up between evaluation and 
transition, and so is included in NCCS. 
NCCS process expressions are given by the grammar 
processes E ::=X 1 N 1 EIE 1 (vn)E Ijix(X =E) 
normal processes N ::= 0 I K I N + N 
committed processes K ::=x.E I2.E 
where X ranges over a countably infinite set of process variables and x ranges over a 
countably infinite set of channel names. Name restriction is written (vx)E, rather than 
E/x as in CCS, and we prefer to make it a binding operation: free occurrences in E 
of the name x become bound in (vx)E. The other binding operation is for recursively 
defined processes: free occurrences in E of the process variable X become bound in 
jIx(X = E). 
Note. Throughout the paper we identtfy expressions up to a-conversion of bound 
names and variables, and write E =c( E’ to indicate that E and E’ are syntactically 
identical mod&o u-conversion. 
We use fv(E) and fn(E) to indicate, respectively, the finite set of free variables 
and free names of E. An NCCS process expression E is closed if fv(E) is empty 
and open otherwise. Most of the time we will refer to closed process expressions 
simply as processes, and use letters like P, Q, R, . . . to denote them. For simplicity we 
have omitted any relabelling operator from NCCS. Instead we make do with name 
substitution as an operation on syntax: E[x’/x] denotes the result (well-defined up to 
a-conversion) of substituting the name x’ for all free occurrences of the name x in 
1 Indeed, T-prefixing is only included implicitly in NCCS - see Definition 8. 
2 Of course, the fact that unguarded summation does not respect CCS observation equivalence is a better 
known indicator of its problematic nature. 
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E. Similarly E[E’/X] denotes the result of substituting the process expression E’ for 
all free occurrences of the variable X in E. Following usual CCS practice, we write 
a typical committed process as t!.P where & ranges over labels, which are either names 
(x) or co-names (2): 
e::=xlx. 
As usual, ?=X if/=x is a name, and ?=x if /=Z is a co-name. 
Before defining an evaluation semantics for NCCS processes, we have to give a no- 
tion of structural congruence that turns out to be an essential ingredient of the definition. 
Definition 1. An NCCS congruence relation, &‘, is an equivalence relation between 
NCCS process expressions which is closed under the following rules: 
El 8~52 E; tpE; 
El IE; bE2 IE; 
El&E:! 
(vx)El 8 (vx)E2 
EI dE2 








is the smallest such relation containing the following pairs 
(vx)(5 IS) = ((vx)fi M2 if x 93W2) 
(w )(vn2 )P = (vx2 )(VXl )P 
(vx)O E 0 
Nl+(Nz+N) = (Nr+Nz)+Ns 
Nr+Nz = Nz+Nr 
N+O-N. 
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Notions of structural congruence are an extremely useful way to simplify the spec- 
ification of the operational semantics of reactive systems. They were fist popularised 
by the ‘chemical abstract machine’ of Berry and Boudol [2]. The form we are using 
is like that used in Milner’s presentation of reduction for rc-calculus processes in [16]. 
In one sense the identifications made by such congruences just take us one step further 
up the path abstracting away from inessential choices in the concrete representation 
of syntax. Although there is some choice as to which identities should be ‘structural’ 
(for example, we have not included any identities for recursive processes), those relat- 
ing to composition and restriction seem essential for evaluation to committed form to 
lead to a sufhciently rich theory of process evaluation and equivalence. (See Remark 4 
below.) 
Definition 2 (Evaluation to committed form). The NCCS evaluation relation takes 
the form P_U K, where P and K are processes and K is in ‘committed form’, i.e. is 
of the form 8.P’ for some name or co-name e and some process P’. It is inductively 
generated by the following axiom and rules: 
Pl I,L e. P[ 
Pz&LP, 
if Pr -9 and P,‘=Pi (UO) 
W + ~J’)lQU~~V’lQ) (U-1) 
Pl U&P; P&.p,’ P;IP;J!-K 
9 19 UK 







For readers familiar with the usual labelled transition semantics of CCS, the above 
rules should suggest that P 4 8.P’ means that P can do some number of z-transitions 
followed by an /-transition to become P’. This intuition is roughly correct: we will 
make the relationship between evaluation and transition precise in Section 3 (see Corol- 
lary 22). Manifestly, Definition 2 is a ‘r-free’ description of how processes execute. 
Here is a simple example to illustrate a distinctive feature of the evaluation rule (42) 
for synchronised communication - namely that the effects of such synchronisations 
(i.e. ‘z-transitions’) are only observable if there is some externally observable (input 
or output) action that the process can offer. 
Example 3. Let P =x. O/X. 0. Then rule (42) cannot be applied and P 4 K holds just 
for K z x 3.0 and K =X.x .O. For P( y . 0 however, in addition to evaluations committing 
to x and X, the evaluation Ply. 0 JJ y .O can be deduced using rule (4 2) together with 
rules (u-0) and (JJ 1). 
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Remark 4. Note that evaluation to committed form takes place modulo structural con- 
gruence - this is the force of rule (J. 0). Not only does this permit a simpler presentation 
of the rules, it appears to be necessary for the notion of evaluation bisimilarity given 
below to have the expected structural properties. For example without (4 0), in Ex- 
ample 3 one could only deduce (x.O]Z.O)Jy.OJJy.P’ for P’=(x.O]X.O)]O, whereas 
~.~l~~.~lY.~~UY.~~l~~l~>> would still hold. Therefore, without structural congruence, 
the definition of evaluation bisimilarity given below would fail to make composition 
associative. 
Since one is working modulo structural congruence, in trying to construct he proof 
of an evaluation from the bottom up, one cannot deduce the last rule used in the 
proof merely from the syntactic structure of the process expression on the left hand 
side of Jl. In this respect the situation is similar to that for reduction in the rr- 
calculus as formulated in [16]. Note that rules (JJ l)-(44) explain how the various 
NCCS syntactic constructs evaluate, but only in the context of some parallel pro- 
cess, Q (which of course may be 0). Given that one is working modulo structural 
congruence anyway, the presence of such contexts is not much of a further compli- 
cation to the business of constructing proofs of evaluation. Note that there is no need 
to use a context [-] IQ in rules (lJ. 2) and (Jl. 3) since the apparently more general 
rules 
P1Qut.P 
((vx)P)lQdJ.t.(vx)P’ if x”e’L’ufi(Q) 
are derivable. Here are some further derived properties of evaluation that we will need, 
They are easily established by induction on the proofs of evaluation. 
Lemma 5. (i) ZfPUe.P’, then P]QUC!.(P’]Q) for any Q. 
(ii) If (vx)P U L.P”, then P U e.P’ for some P’ with (vx)P’ 3 P”. 
(iii) Evaluation is name equivariant, in the sense that for any permutation o of 
the set of channel names, zf PU K then P[a] UK[a]. (P[a] indicates the substituted 
expression P[a(x)/x]x E dam(o)].) 
(iv) If NUK, then N+N’UK. 
Definition 6 (Evaluation bisimilarity). A binary relation W between NCCS processes 
is an evaluation simulation if PI 9?P2 implies for all Q that 
S1QU-e.P: + 3P,‘(P2]QULP; & P#W;). 
If the reciprocal relation 9 -’ dzf {(PI, pZ ) ( 9 W PI } is also an evaluation simulation, 
we say that W is an evaluation bisimulation. Finally, two NCCS processes are 
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evaluation bisimilar, written PI 2~ Px, if PI W Pz holds for some evaluation bisimulation 
9. 
Here are some simple properties of zu , proved using Lemma 5. 
Lemma 7. Evaluation bisimilarity is the greatest evaluation bisimulation. It is an 
equivalence relation and contains structural congruence. Moreover, tf PI ZJJ P2 then 
9lQqtfilQ, ( vx 1 Y’ = ( If’ JJ vx 2, and Pl[a] ZJJ Pz[o] Cfor any process Q, name x, and 
permutation of names a). 
Although the topic will be pursued in detail in the next section, we wish to give 
the reader some feel now for how evaluation bisimilarity compares with known equiv- 
alences on (N)CCS processes. To do so we need to introduce z-guarded processes. 
Definition 8 (z-prefixing). Although we did not include an operation z .P for prefixing 
by a silent action in the NCCS syntax, as one might expect it is present implicitly: 
z.P dzf (vx)(x.P]X.O) 
where x is not free in P. More generally, one can extend summation to include r- 
guarded summands: given a normal process N and a process P define 
N +r P kf (vx)((N + x.P)lX.O) 
where x is not free in N or P. (Clearly, one can also define sums with more than one 
z-guarded summand.) 
Note that z.P is not a normal process (according to the grammar for NCCS ex- 
pressions given at the beginning of this section). Thus ‘N + z.P’ is not a well-formed 
NCCS expression; but as the notation N +r P is supposed to indicate, this well-formed 
NCCS expression has the evaluation behaviour one might expect of the sum of N and 
T.P. 
Example 9. Evaluation bisimilarity satisfies the following z-laws which illustrate that 





The validity of these laws will be established via the characterisation of ZJJ in terms 
of delay bisimulation equivalence given in the next section (Theorem 24). Property (1) 
may seem surprisingly strong, given that ZJJ is a congruence (Theorem 14) and that 
(1) fails for CCS observation congruence. But it does not imply that we can just erase 
r in ‘z-prefixed’ sums: for notwithstanding (l), in general N +z N’ is not evaluation 
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bisimilar to N+N’. The next example illustrates this (and is of course an inequivalence 
one might expect to hold of a weak, branching-time equivalence). 
Example 10. 
x.o+,y.o~x.o+y.o (x#y). (3) 
Proof. We use the fact (Lemma 7) that EJJ is an evaluation bisimilarity. First note 
that from the definitions of E and IJ, one has 
whereas (x .O + y .O)(z.O dJ.2.P holds only with P =x.0 + y.0. Hence, if the two pro- 
cesses in (3) were evaluation bisimilar, then so would be y .O and x .O + y .O. But 
that is impossible because x. 0 + y .O J, x .O whereas y .O 4 x. Q does not hold for any Q 
(since y#x). q 
To finish this series of examples, we give an example to show that EJJ does not 
coincide with the best known weak equivalence, CCS observation equivalence [14, 
5.11. (We will see in the next section that YJJ does coincide with another known 
equivalence - delay bisimulation equivalence - which is strictly finer than observation 
equivalence.) 
Example 11. 
x.(y.0+,0)~x.(y.0+,0)+x.0 (XZY) (4) 
Proof. Note that x.(y.0+,0)+x.0&~.0 whereas x.(y.O+,O)Yx.P holds only with 
P =_ y .O +r 0. Hence, if the two processes in (4) were evaluation bisimilar, then so 
would be 0 and y .O +r 0 - which is plainly false since 0 A whereas y .O +r 0 JJ y . (vx) 
x.0. 0 
The definition of evaluation bisimilarity for NCCS is analogous to the notion 
of applicative bisimilarity for functional languages introduced by Abramsky [l] and 
studied by Howe [lo] and others - so much so, that we can adapt Howe’s method [l l] 
for proving congruence properties of applicative bisimilarity in the presence of non- 
determinism to the case in point: see Theorem 14 below. However, there is one im- 
portant complication compared with applicative bisimilarity - namely the quantifica- 
tion over contexts [-] IQ which occurs in Definition 6. Here is an example to show 
that such contexts are necessary to obtain congruence properties of bisimilarity in 
this setting. The example uses Q = y.0, with y a fresh name. We will see in the 
next section (Theorem 26) that this is in fact the only instance of Q one needs to 
consider. 
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Example 12. Suppose that W satisfies 
qaq & PJJ.LP:*3P;(P~lJ4.P: & P+%v$‘) 
P,%eq & P~~e.P;~~P,‘(PJJ.d.P: & P;9P;) 
(5) 
Then it is not necessarily the case that 9 2 z+, and hence in particular “6 cannot 
be defined as the greatest relation satisfying (5). 
Proof. For example, define W by 
qaq %J (~=x.n.O+x.x.O & q=n.O~x.O)VP~Eq. 
If P is either x.X.0 +2.x.0 or x.OIZ.0, then Pl,lK holds just for K=n.Z.O and 
K =:.x.0. Therefore W certainly satisfies (5). However x.X.O+Z.x.O is not evaluation 
bisimilar to x.OlZ.0. For (x.O]Z.O)]y.OlJy.O, whereas (x.~.O+~.x.O)~y.O~y.P only 
holds for P=x.X.O+Z.x.O and clearly x.X.0+X.x.0$0. 0 
The greatest 99 satisfying (5) is indeed an equivalence relation, but not a congruence 
since this example shows that it relates xZ.0 + 2.x.0 to x.OlZ.0, but does not relate 
(x..Z.O+IF.x.O)]y.O to (x.OlZ.0)ly.O. By contrast, we show now that zu is indeed 
a congruence for NCCS. 
Definition 13. Extend evaluation bisimilarity from closed to open process expressions 
by taking closed instantiations: we write 
-+d 
to mean that El [$/_?I q E2[P/Xl 
free variables _? of El, E2. 
holds for all substitutions of processes P for the 
Theorem 14. -i$ is an NCCS congruence relation (cJ: Defkzition 1). 
That II; is an equivalence relation satisfying (crl) and (cr2) follows from Lemma 7. 
To establish the other properties, the first proof strategy that comes to mind is to take 
the smallest relation containing zi and closed under (cr3)-(cr5), and show that its 
restriction to closed expressions i  an evaluation bisimulation. It is hard to see how to 
do this directly, because in an evaluation P JJ 8. P’, P’ may be structurally quite different 
from P. Instead, we use an indirect approach adapted from [lo, 1 l] which makes use 
of the following ‘congruence candidate’ relation. 
Definition 15. Let $ be the binary relation between process expressions inductively 
defined by rules (crl)-(cr5) together with 
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xE;x (-52) 
o=;o (-Z3) 
To show that zi is closed under rules (cr3)-(cr5) (and hence complete the proof 
of Theorem 14), it suffices to prove that 21; coincides with -z, because -t is 
closed under those rules by definition. To do so, we need the following properties 
of -;. 
Lemma 16. For all (open) NCCS process expressions E, El, E2,. . . and all (closed) 
NCCS processes PI , 9, . . . , the following properties hold: 
E$E (6) 
El =E2+E,z;E2 (7) 
E,-;E2+E,$E2 (8) 
El II; E2 &E; -2; E; =+ E; [E,/X] -; E;[EJX] (9) 




$x(X = El) E P, &PI =; P2 + 3E2 (El II; E2 &Jix(X = E2) q 4) (14) 
N:+NI’_P,&P,-;1P2~3N:,N,“(N:-;N:&N:’,~N:I&N,’+N,“--uP2) 
(15) 
E, -;r E2 =+ E2( -$ )tCEI (16) 
where in (10) cr is any permutation of the set of names, and in (16) (-$ )” denotes 
the transitive closure of c$. 
Proof. Property (6) is easily proved by induction on the structure of the process ex- 
pression E, and then properties (7) and (8) follow from this and rule ( CX$ 1). Property 
(9) is proved by induction on the derivation of E{ -E Ei, using the fact that the same 
substitution property holds for CZ~ (by definition) and for = (an easily verified fact). 
Property (10) is easily proved by induction on the derivation of El -2; E2. It is needed 
for the proofs of properties (1 1 )-( 15), to ensure that the processes asserted to exist on 
the right-hand sides of the implications can be chosen with their free names different 
from any given finite set of names not occurring free in the processes on the left-hand 
sides. Each of these properties is established by induction on the derivation of PI -5 9. 
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Finally, property (16) follows by induction on the derivation of El cxz Ez using the 
fact that 24 and E are symmetric relations, together with properties (6)-(8). 0 
The key property of E$ is given by the following lemma. The presence of the 
structural congruence relation E introduces an extra complication compared with [lo, 
Theorem l] which is dealt with using properties (1 1 )-( 15). 
Lemma 17. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on the derivation of PI AJ l.Pi. More precisely, we 
show that 
R kf {(Pl,K)/ v’,Pl,P~(K=e.Pi&P~-2;P~j3P,‘(P~Ve.P~&Pi”~P~))} 
is closed under the rules in Definition 2. 
Case ($0): Closure under this rule follows immediately from the fact that -2: is 
closed under rule ( E$ l), together with the fact that E is contained in “4 (Lemma 7). 
Case ( J. 1): We have to show 
((Nt +t.pqpi’, L(P,‘IP:‘))E 9. (17) 
But if (Nt + L’.P,‘) ( P” -t 9, then by property (1 I), there are P2/, and PT such that 
(Nt + LP,‘) z$ Pz’ (18) 
P:’ -$ Pz’ (19) 
P;IP,“qPz. (20) 
By property (15) applied to (18), there are N,’ and N2/1 such that 
N, -$ N; (21) 
e.P; -;r N; (22) 
N; + N:’ q P;. (23) 
By property (13) applied to (22), there is Py such that 
P{ z; PF 
&Pi” q N;. (24) 
Since l.Pr JJ /.Pr, it follows from this last equivalence that N[ &e.Qy holds for 
some Qy with 
P:,, q Qr. (25) 
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By parts (iv) and (i) of Lemma 5 applied to N. Jl S.QF we get 
(N; +N;)IP,“J,M.(Qr IP;). 
By Lemma 7 on (23) we get (A$ + IV,“) 1 PT q Pi 1 P2/1 and hence by (20) 
(N;+N:')IP,""&P*. 
Then by (26) 9 J,!- e.Q for some Q with Qy ( PJ q Q. Hence once again using 
Lemma 7, this time on (25), we get 
(27) 
Applying the congruence property (crl) that is part of the definition of 2; to (24) 
and (19), we get P{ 1 PF -2; Py I PT; and then ( ~$1) applied to this and (27) yields 
P[ I P/ c$ Q, as required for (17). 
Case (42): Suppose (P[,l.Ql,), (P;',t.Ql,l), and (Q’, I Ql,l,c’.Qt) are all in W. We 
have to prove that (Pi IPP, t'.Ql ) E 9, i.e. that if 
P;(P:'2il;q (28) 
then P2 Jl. e’.Q2 for some Qz satisfying Ql -$ Q2. 
Property (11) applied to (28) implies that there are Pl and Pi' so that 
P; $Pz' (29) 
Pi’ -2; P2’ (30) 
P; )P:'qP2. (31) 
Since (P[,f.Ql,),(P;I,L".Q:') E 92, from (29) and (30) we get 
Pz’ WQ; (32) 
P:'AJ.?.Q; (33) 
for some Qk and Qy satisfying Qi =$ Qi and Qy =$ Qt, and hence by (crl) also 
satisfying Qi IQ? -$ Qi ( Qt, Then since (Q’, IQ:, e'.Qr ) E W , there is some Q such 
that 
Q; I Q;W’.Q (34) 
QI -“; Q. (35) 
Evaluation rule (42) on (32)-(34) yields Pi 1 PF$t".Q. Therefore, from (31) we get 
that 9 Ue’.Qz holds for some Q2 satisfying Q=u Q2, and hence by (21; 1) on (35), 
also satisfying Ql z$ Q2, as required. 
Case (4 3): The argument in this case is similar to the previous one and is omitted. 
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Case (J.l.4): Suppose (Et[jx(X = El)/X] 1 Pi, /.QI) E ~8. We have to show that 
(~~(X=EI)IP,‘, t’.Ql)~ 9, i.e. that if 
j%x(X=El)IP,‘-$Pz (36) 
then P2 _U &.Qz for some Q2 satisfying Qr -$ Q2. 
Properties (11) and (14) plus Lemma 7 applied to (36) imply that there are E2 and 
Pi so that 
E, -; E2 (37) 
Pi rt$ P; (38) 
Jix(X = EJP; zu Pz. (39) 
Now by property (cr3) of -$ , from (37) we get $x(X = El ) =sjix(X = Ez) and hence 
by (9) that El [jx(X = El )/Xl 11; E~[fix(X = E2)/X]. Property (crl) of -;’ applied to 
this and (38) yields 
El [Jix(X = El )/Xl IP: -; Ez[Jix(X = E2 )/Xl IP;. 
So since (El[jix(X = El )/Xl/P{, t’.Q,) E W, it follows that there is some Qi with 
Ez[fix(X=E2)/XlIP~Ve.Q~ (40) 
QI -;r Q:. (41) 
By (44) on (40), we get $x(X=E2)IP,‘JJt.Q& Therefore by (39) there is some 
Q2 satisfying PZ lJ e.Qz and Qi CJJ Qz, and hence by ( II; 1) on (41), also satisfying 
Qr -$ Q2, as required. 0 
Proof of Theorem 14. We noted above that it suffices to prove that -; coincides 
with =$. Property (8) of Lemma 16 gives the inclusion one way. For the reverse 
inclusion, it suffices to prove for closed process expressions that 
PI 21;P&q “UP2 (42) 
since the general case for open expressions follows from (9) in Lemma 16 and the 
way 21; is defined from ZJJ (Definition 13). To prove (42), we exploit the fact 
that ZJJ is the largest evaluation bisimulation. Since 11; is by definition closed under 
the congruence rule (crl), it follows from Lemma 17 that -$ restricted to closed 
processes is an evaluation simulation (cf. Definition 6). Since the definition of 21: is 
not symmetric (because of rule ($ l)), one cannot immediately conclude that it is 
also an evaluation bisimulation. However, by property (16) of Lemma 16 its transitive 
closure, ( -f )tc, is a symmetric relation; and clearly Lemma 17 implies that 
P] JJ e.p: & Pl( -$ )“& * IP,’ (9 4 e.p: & P(( 2I;; )“P,‘). 
Thus ( z$ )ti is an evaluation bisimulation. Hence it is contained in zu and hence so 
is e$, as required. 0 
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Quite possibly there are other, more direct ways of proving this theorem for a calcu- 
lus as simple as NCCS (for example, via the characterisation of evaluation bisimilarity 
given in by Theorem 24 in the next section). However, the above adaptation of ‘Howe’s 
method’ [lo, 1 l] has the distinct advantage of robustness: our experience shows that 
the same method can be used for more complicated calculi, such as those considered 
in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. 
We believe that evaluation to committed form and the associated notion of 
evaluation bisimilarity have a certain naturalness for the type of interaction embod- 
ied in CCS. The fact that PJJ yields a congruent notion of process equivalence for 
NCCS is at least some evidence in favour of this belief. But two interrelated questions 
immediately arise. What equational laws are validated by ~6, and what is its rela- 
tionship to other, known process equivalences? We address both questions in the next 
section. 
3. Evaluation versus transition 
The standard labelled transition system for CCS [14], adapted to the syntax of 
NCCS, takes the form P 5 P’, where P and P’ are NCCS processes and the action a 
is either a name, a co-name, or the distinguished internal action r. Labelled transitions 
are inductively generated by the axiom and rules in Fig. 1. We write 2 for the 
reflexive-transitive closure of the relation A, and write P % P’ (respectively P “ez: 
P’) to mean that P 2 P” 5 P’ (respectively P 2 P” 5 P’) holds for some P”. 
Finally, recall from [14] that two processes are strongly equivalent, PI N 9, if they 
d.PJ-+P (- 1) 
PI >Pp: P2 5 Pi 
Pl IP2 -f: pi p2 Pl lP2 5 PI I& 
P -5 P’ 
(vx)P z (vx)P’ 
if LX@{X,~} 






Nl $P N2 z,P 
N,+N2sP N,+N2zP 
(- 6) 
Fig. 1. Rules for NCCS labelled transitions. 
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are related by some symmetric binary relation W satisfying 
VP&,P,‘,a(P, 9 PI&P, -3 P;=+-3P;(P* 3 P;&Pl w Pl)). 
We recall some facts about strong equivalence that we will need (see [14, Ch. 41). 
Lemma 18. (i) N is a congruence relation (for the NCCS syntax) containing 
structural congruence and satisfying a ‘back-and-forth’ property with respect to ac- 
* * 
tions of the form z*e, i.e. tf PI - Pz and PI 2 P{, then P2 2 Pi for some Pi with 
Pl’ -Pi. 
(ii) Recursive processes are strongly equivalent to their unfoldings: jx(X = E) N 
E[jx(X = E)/X]. 
Lemma 19. For all NCCS processes P, P’, Q, committed processes K, and labels e 
(i) IfPLP’ then PU8.P’ 
(ii) IfPAP’ andP’IQ_UK, then PlQA,LK. 
(iii) Zf P 4 e.P’, then P 3 P” for some P” with P” N P’. 
Proof. Properties (i) and (ii) are proved by induction on the derivation of labelled 
transitions from the rules (- 1 )-(+ 6). Property (iii) is proved by induction on the 
derivation of the evaluation P4e.P from the rules (GO)-(44) using the properties 
of N mentioned in the preceding lemma. 0 
Remark 20. In fact, the proof of part (iii) of the lemma is valid with N replaced by 
any relation satisfying properties (i) and (ii) of Lemma 18. Structural congruence itself 
possesses the first of these properties. However, it does not possess the second since we 
have not chosen to regard the unfolding of recursive process expressions as ‘structural’ 
- because of the use of substitution involved. (This is in contrast to the unfolding of 
replicated processes, !P = !P 1 P, present in the rc-calculus structural congruence [16].) 
Consequently, in part (iii) of the lemma we have to make do with the next best thing 
to E, namely strong equivalence. For example, one has $x(X =x.X) ] y.0 4 yJ> for 
P =x .$x(X =x .X), but $x(X =x.X)] y.0 z’y P’ holds only with P’ =$x(X =x.X) ] 0 
which is strongly equivalent, but not structurally congruent to P. 
Theorem 21. For all NCCS processes P, P’, labels e, and names x $fn(P) 
(i) 3p” (P 2 P” &P” -P’)*W’(P~d.P”&P”-P’). 
(ii) 3P” (P 5 P” &P” NP’)&P”(P]X.OJ,LX.P”&P”NP’). 
(iii) 3p” (P ~‘Cr: P” &P” -P’)&P”(P]t.x.O~x.P”&P”~P’). 
Proof. Combine Lemma 19 with the following simple properties of the labelled tran- 
sition system: 
P 5 P’ * e Efn(P) Ufn(P) 
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PIx,o~P’~3P”(P$P”&P’~(o=,P’) 
P~~.x.o++P’~3P”(P~~P”&P”/o=,P’) 
where x $fn(P) U {t}. 17 
Note that modulo strong equivalence, part (i) of the theorem characterises evalua- 
tion to committed form in terms of transition, whereas part (ii) characterises NCCS 
reduction -i.e. zero or more r-transitions - in terms of evaluation. The theorem also 
yields the following characterisation of the restriction to NCCS of CCS observation 
equivalence, M (which coincides with observation congruence, because of the limited 
form of summation in NCCS). Recall from [14] that two processes are observation 
equivalent if they are related by some weak bisimulation - a relation W such that 
both 9 and 9 -’ satisfy: for all Pi, P2 if PI 3 P2 then 
Corollary 22. Observation equivalence is the largest symmetric binary relation LA? on 
NCCS processes satisfying that tf PI W P2 then 
Pl Ix.o4x.P;4P;(P2 ~x.O~x.P,‘&P9?P,‘) 
P,~e.x.oJ.x.P~+3P;(P~~e.x.o~x.P;&P,’WP;) 
hold for any label 8 and any name x $fn(PtPz) (or equivalently, for some such x, by 
the equivariance properties of evaluation with respect to permuting free names). 
Proof. Since strong equivalence is contained in FZ:, it follows easily from Theorem 21 
that M is such an W. Conversely, one can also use the theorem to show that for any 
such 9, the composition N 9 N is a weak bisimulation and hence R G N 9 N & Z. 
Part (i) of Theorem 21 immediately suggests a way to modify the notion of obser- 
vation equivalence in order to obtain a transition-based bisimilarity coinciding with the 
notion of evaluation bisimilarity introduced in the previous section - namely change 
clause (wb2) to 
(wb2’) 
Definition 23 (Delay bisimulation equivalence). A binary relation 93 between NCCS 
processes is a delay simulation if PI 9TP2 implies that both (wbl) and (wb2’) hold. If 
93 -’ is also a delay simulation, we say W is a delay bisimulation. Two processes are 
delay bisimilar, written PI ?dl P2, if PI 3 P2 holds for some delay bisimulation 9. 
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This notion of process equivalence is studied by Weijland [29] who credits its formu- 
lation to Milner [ 131; see also [6]. It is also the specialisation to first order processes 
of Sangiorgi’s notion of weak context bisimilarity for higher order process calculi, 
studied in [27]. 
Theorem 24. For NCCS processes, evaluation bisimilarity coincides with delay bisim- 
ilarity. 
Proof. We will need the following facts about delay bisimulation equivalence which 
can easily be proved from the definition. 
(a) “dl is the greatest delay bisimulation, is an equivalence relation, and contains 
strong equivalence. 
(b) If Pi zd P2, then PI IQ q Pz[Q. (In fact delay bisimilarity is an NCCS congruence.) 
These facts, together with part (i) of Theorem 21, imply that =dt is an evaluation 
bisimulation. Thus, PI “dl Pz implies PI q Pz. For the converse implication it stices 
to show that YU is a delay (bi)simulation. So suppose PI q Pz. There are two cases 
to consider. 
Case PI 5 P{. We have to show Pz 5 Pi for some Pi with Pi ZJJ P2/_ Picking any 
x @fn(PlPr), PI Ix.0 4x.P” holds for some Pi N Pi by Theorem 21(ii). Since PI q P2 
we also have P&K.O~P~~X.O (by Lemma 7), so P~]x.O-U_X.P[ for some P[ with 
P[ TJJ Pp. By 21(ii) again, P2 2 Pi for some Pi N PF. By (a), since Pi - P," (i = 1,2), 
we also have that Pi =d Pi”; and hence by the first part of the proof we have that 
Pi q P,“. Since Pi’ q Pi’, we do indeed have Pi q Pi, as required. 
Case PI -k, Pi. We have to show P2 % Pl for some Pi with P[ =u Pi. The proof 
is similar to the previous case, but using part (i) of Theorem 21. 0 
The theorem provides a simple way of establishing the r-laws for evaluation bisim- 
ilarity mentioned in Example 9, since it is easy to see that they hold up to delay 
bisimulation equivalence. Indeed the theorem provides one route to establishing a com- 
plete axiomatisation of the equations between finite (i.e. $x-free), closed NCCS process 
expressions that are satisfied by evaluation bisimilarity - e.g. by reusing known ax- 
iomatisations for delay bisimilarity [29,6]. Since the primary concern of this paper 
is to introduce the notions of evaluation to committed form and evaluation bisimilar- 
ity for a range of calculi, we do not pursue the topic of axiomatisations any further 
here. 
Remark 25 (Internal non-deterministic choice). Just as one can code z-guarded sum- 
mation in NCCS (Definition 8), internal non-deterministic choice, @, can be defined 
up to evaluation bisimilarity. To be more precise, consider extending the syntax of 
NCCS process expressions: 
E :: = . ..IEBE. 
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Extend the evaluation relation of Definition 2 with the rules 
and extend the labelled transition relation with the usual axioms for internal choice 
(cf. [71) 
PI @I3 :fi (i=1,2). 
Then Theorem 24 holds for this extended system. Moreover, 
Pl CB 9 “J,L (VX)(X.Pl If.OIx.P2) (x $!.f$PlP2)) (43) 
because it is simple enough to see that these two processes are delay bisimilar. Thus, 
internal choice is already definable in NCCS up to evaluation bisimilarity. (The eval- 
uation semantics of other forms of choice are considered in Section 4.4.) 
We can also use Theorem 24 to resolve the question raised in the previous section 
about the extent to which quantification over contexts [ -1 (Q in the definition of evalua- 
tion bisimulation can be avoided. As the following result shows, we need only consider 
a single context [-11x.0, with x fresh. This result is in the same spirit as Sangiorgi’s 
characterisation of his weak context bisimilarity in terms of ‘normal bisimulations’: 
see [27, Theorem 7.41. However, the reduction in context quantification we are dealing 
with here is much less subtle than that involved in going from context bisimilarity to 
normal bisimilarity. We have more to say about a higher order version of evaluation 
bisimilarity in Section 4.1. 
Theorem 26. Evaluation bisimilarity is the largest symmetric binary relation W on 
NCCS processes satisfying that if PI .S? P2, then for any name x +!fn(PlP2) (or equi- 
valently, for some such x) and any P,‘, e 
(44) 
Proof. It follows from the definition of ~6 that it is a symmetric relation satisfying 
(44). Conversely, given such an 9, we have to show 9 G 2~. We use a form of 
‘bisimulation up to context’ (and up to - ) technique reminiscent of those considered 
in [26]. 
Let k%! be the relation inductively defined by the following axiom and rule: 
Pi 8?‘9 ifPi-Qi WQZ-P2 (45) 
Qi & Q2 ifPjZ.OmQi (i=1,2) 
PI 8 P2 and x #fn(fipZ ). 
(46) 
Note that 3 contains 9 and is symmetric, because W is. It &ices to show that 
& is a delay simulation: for then it is also a delay bisimulation and so it, and hence 
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also W, is contained in the largest one, zdl, which by Theorem 24 is equal to zu. 
So one must prove that PI 8 P2 implies that (wbl) and (wb2’) hold of .G%! . This can be 
done by induction on the derivation of PI 8 P2 from (45) and (46), using Theorem 21. 
0 
4. Further topics 
In this section we outline briefly some further developments of the approach to 
process calculi based upon evaluation to committed form. 
4.1. Evaluation bisimilarity for higher-order calculi 
Consider a higher order version of NCCS in which synchronised communication 
involves passing process expressions. Input-committed processes now take the form 
x.F where F = (X)E is an abstraction (and free occurrences of the process variable 
X in E are bound in F); such a process is ready to receive a process P on channel x 
and then continue with E[P/X]. Output-committed processes take the form X. C where 
C=(VZ)(PI)PZ is a concretion (free occurrences of the names x’ in PI or P2 are bound 
in C); such a process is ready to send PI on channel x and then continue with 4, all 
within a scope in which the names x’ are restricted. See for example Sangiorgi [27] 
for further syntactic details and a labelled transition system formalising the intended 
input/output behaviour. Transitions now take the form P 5 P’ and P 5 A, where in 
the second case if 8 is a name then A is an abstraction, and if 8 is a co-name then A 
is a concretion. First-order prefixing can be regarded as a special case of higher order 
prefixing if we define x. P to mean x . (X)P where X $fv(P), and define X. P to mean 
X. (0)P. (Sangiorgi also considers r prefixing, but as we noted in Definition 8, this is 
definable in terms of label prefixing, composition and restriction.) 
In lot. cit. Sangiorgi considers the problem of defining a suitable bisimilarity which, 
unlike previous attempts, identifies some pairs of processes (such as y. (0)O and (vx)~. 
(x.0)0) which one can argue should be behaviourly equivalent in the presence of 
statically bound restrictions. He develops a congruent notion of bisimilarity, called 
(weak) context bisimilarity, and shows that it has the desired properties. Weak context 
bisimilarity is a generalisation to higher order of the notion of delay bisimilarity. Indeed 
the form of the definition is exactly as in Definition 23, except that in clause (wb2’) 
P{ and Pi are now abstractions or concretions (according to whether 8 is a name or 
a co-name). So one has to extend the relation W from processes to these syntactic 
categories in order to assert in (wb2’) that Pi and Pi are related by B. This is done 
by defining 
F1 BF2 %K((FpC)B(F2.C)) 
Cl B?C, %/F((C,.F)B(C2.F)) 
(47) 
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where F l C ‘Af (v?)(E[PI/X]]P~) when F = (X)E, C = (vx’)(P~)Pz, and x’nfn(E) = 0; 
C l F is defined symmetrically. 
Interestingly, it turns out that Theorem 24 easily extends to a coincidence of a higher 
order version of evaluation bisimilarity with Sangiorgi’s weak context bisimilarity, as 
we now indicate. Firstly, evaluation to committed form extends very naturally to the 
higher order case. We replace ($2) by 
The other evaluation rules remain essentially as in Definition 2, but one also has to 
suitably extend the notion of structural congruence to abstractions and concretions. 
Secondly, evaluation bisimilarity also extends naturally to the higher-order calculus: 
?JJ is the greatest symmetric relation W on higher-order processes such that if PI W 4 
then for all Q, if PljQJLC.Al then P2]QAJe.A2, for some A2 with Al W A2 (where 9 
is extended to abstractions and concretions as in (47)). 
Theorem 21. Higher-order evaluation bisimilarity coincides with Sangiorgi’s weak 
context bisimilarity [27, Dejnition 3.111. 
The proof is very much as for Theorem 24, once one has established the higher-order 
analogue of Theorem 21. The latter uses Sangiorgi’s strong context bisimilarity [27, 
Definition 3.11 where Theorem 21 uses strong equivalence, N . The proof of Theo- 
rem 26 also extends: one can replace the quantification over Q with the use of a 
single process Q =x.0 (x fresh) without afSecting the relation of higher-order evalua- 
tion bisimilarity. (It may be that the quantification implicit in the use of (47) can also 
be reduced along the lines of [27, Section 71 using Sangiorgi’s ‘Factorisation Theorem’ 
(lot. cit., Theorem 4.7), but we have not checked this.) 
4.2. Evaluation to input-committed form 
If parallel composition in process calculus plays a role analogous to application 
in functional languages, then input-committed processes x(X). E are somewhat like 
lambda abstractions AX. E ‘located’ at X. (The analogy can be made more precise, as 
in [ 151.) Experience with applicative bisimilarity for functional calculi [l, lo] suggests 
considering an evaluation-based approach to process calculi in which the only canonical 
forms are input-committed processes. For variety, we illustrate how this looks for the 
rr-calculus [ 161 with asynchronous output and no summation - the ‘essence’ of the 
language to judge by recent results [8,21,4]. The syntax of such processes is 
P::=x.(x)P 1 Z.(x) 1 0 1 PIP 1 (vx)P 1 !P 
where x ranges over names. One works modulo a structural congruence relation, =, 
generated by the relevant identities in Definition 1 together with an identity for un- 
folding replicated processes: !P = P]!P. This identity means that we will not need an 
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explicit evaluation rule for replicated processes. Similarly, by building restrictions into 
the other rules, we can do without an explicit rule for restriction (in other words (J-3) 
will become derivable). Altogether we arrive at the following remarkably compact 
evaluation semantics for this variety of rc-calculus. 
s u Y.(XK if PI =Pz and Vx(P[-P,‘) Q 4 ~1 .<x>Q’ (vn->Q’b2/4 UK 
P2UrWP2’ (v~((A.(Y~)>IQ>W 
(v~)((~.(x)p)lQ)U~.(~)(v~)(PlQ) if ~$2 
Then define input-committed evaluation bisimilarity, NiC, for this calculus to be the 
largest symmetric binary relation 8 between processes such that if PI 9 P2, then for 
all Q, y, and (x)P: 
One can adapt the method used for the proof of Theorem 14 to show that eic is a 
congruence for this z-calculus. We have not investigated the relationship between NiC 
and other notions of weak congruence that have been proposed in the literature. This 
is partly because the work of Honda and Yoshida [9], Fournet and Gonthier [4] and 
others, suggests that for this kind of asynchronous-output calculus one should observe 
outputs rather than inputs. It is possible to give a congruent notion of evaluation 
bisimilarity based on evaluation to output-committed form (which would be f . C, with 
C a concretion of the form (vx’)( (y) IP) in this case), but we do not give the details 
here. 
4.3. Barbed bisimulation 
Milner and Sangiorgi [lg] introduced the notion of barbed bisimulations for process 
calculi, based upon a reduction-oriented approach to process semantics. It has proved 
useful for defining equivalences in the n-calculus and related systems (see [4], for 
example). The motivations for the evaluation-based approach we have introduced in 
this paper are quite similar to those expressed in [ 181. Technically, the evaluation-to- 
committed-form approach seems more elegant: barbed bisimilarities are defined using 
a reduction relation and a convergence predicate and these usually have to be defined 
from a labelled transition system; whereas evaluation bisimilarity is defined using a 
single, inductively defined evaluation relation. On the other hand, the evaluation-to- 
committed-form approach is very much tied to defining equivalences that ignore internal 
actions (i.e. weak rather than strong equivalences); and it imposes a harder discipline 
than the reduction-based approach, since it may be easier to find reasonable notions of 
reduction and convergence for some ‘new’ process calculus which may arise. 
Whatever the pros and cons of each approach, observe that for NCCS at least, 
the results of Section 3 mean that weak barbed bisimilarities can be defined starting 
just from the evaluation relation. For we saw in Theorem 21(ii) that reduction can 
be defined in terms of evaluation (modulo strong equivalence); and if we follow 
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[18, Section 5.11 and define 
then by Lemma 19 we have that 
(fortunately, from a notational point of view). Here is a characterisation of observation 
equivalence for NCCS as a barbed congruence whose definition is phrased in terms of 
evaluation. It seems unlikely that NCCS evaluation bisimilarity (i.e. delay bisimilarity) 
can be given a ‘barbed’ characterisation. 
Theorem 28. Observation equivalence, M, is the largest symmetric binary relation 6% 
on NCCS processes satisfying that if PI 3 P2 then for any NCCS context C[-1, 
process P,‘, and name x #fn(C[Pl], C[P2]) 
C~~ll~.ovx.P:~3P,‘(c[~](x.o~x.P~&P~ w Pi) 
WY 4 * w2lJ.L 
(48) 
Proof. Let +, denote the largest such relation. Note that E is an NCCS congruence, 
because of the restricted form of summation in the calculus. Using Theorem 21 it 
follows that x is a relation satisfying the property stated in the theorem, and hence is 
contained in the largest one, i.e. 
ZC”b. - (49) 
To show the reverse containment, we verify that Mb is a weak simulation, i.e. satisfies 
properties (wbl) and (wb2) mentioned in Section 3. In doing so, we will make use of 
the fact that zb is an NCCS congruence - this is clear from its definition. 
Mb has property (wbl). Suppose PI “b 4 and that P,AP,‘. We have to find Pi such 
that P2 5 Pi and P,’ ML, Pi. 
Choosing any x $Zfn(PlP2), by Lemma 19(ii) we have PI (x.0 4.x. Pl; hence by prop- 
erty (48) of Mb, P2lx.OUx.P~ for some P2/1 with P{xbPt. Then since x$!fn(P2), by 
Theorem 21(ii), there is some Pi with P2 5 Pi N PT. Since P2/ and P[ are strongly 
equivalent, they are certainly observation equivalent, and hence by (49) we have 
P; Mb Pz” Mb Pl, as required for (wbl). 
Mb has property (wb2). Suppose PI “bP2 and that PI 5 P[. We have to find Pi 
such that P2 “kr: Pi and Pi “b Pi. 
Let x’ be all the names occurring free in PI or 9 and choose names x, y,z distinct 
from x’ and from each other. Since zb is a congruence, we have 
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By Lemma 19(ii) we have (P~(~.x.O(~.~.O)(~.OJJ~.(P~(~.O); hence by property (48) of 
=b there is some P2/1 with (P2(~.x.01X.y.0)[z.0~z.P~ and P[(y.Oq,P,“. It follows by 
Theorem 21(ii) that 
PJz?.X.o~~.y.o 1; Q (50) 
holds for some Q with Q-P,“. Since Q is strongly equivalent to P: it is also obser- 
vation equivalent to it and hence by (49) we have Q Mb P2/1. But P2/1 Mb Pi(y.0; so 
P;ly.O%Q (51) 
and hence by the congruence property of %b we have (vZy)Q Mb (vx'y)(P{( y.0). Now 
fiKwvxY.w = 0, so by property (48) of zb, we have 
(vX’Y >Q U’. (52) 
Now since X, y @&(Pz) >fi(~?), (50) can only hold because either 
(a) PZ 7x Pi holds for some PL such that Q = P,'(Ol y.0; or 
(b) 4 ‘*er* Pi holds for some Pi such that Q = Pllx.OjK.y.0; or 
(c) 4 2 Pi holds for some Pi such that Q=P,‘l?.x.OlX.y.O. 
In fact, cases (b) and (c) are impossible. For in either case, (vXy)Q can do z*_? 
which contradicts (52) (by parts (i) and (ii) of Lemma 19). So case (a) holds. Since 
P{ ly.0 xb Q N Pi (y.0, it follows that 
Hence by (49) Pi Mb P2/, as required for (wb2). 0 
4.4. Unrestricted summation 
Consider extending NCCS with an unrestricted binary summation operator: 
E::= ..-(E+E. 
What rules for evaluation to committed form should + satisfy? We have already seen 
in Remark 25 that one obvious rule (4 ED) leads to internal non-deterministic choice. 
Another possibility is just 
for i = 1,2. Note however that we chose to build the ‘weakening’ property of Lemma 5 
(i) into the rules (JO)-(44) rather than stating it as a separate rule. Accordingly, we 
should stabilise the above rule for + with respect to weakening - which leads to the 
rule 
fiJJ.4.P 
(P, +&)lQUl.(PlQ) (i= 1y2)’ 
(U5) 
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Note that this conservatively extends the existing rules for evaluating normal sum- 
mations: if Pi and P2 are normal processes, then the rule does not give any new 
evaluations for the NCCS process PI + P2. Therefore, when adding rule (_U 5) we may 
as well restrict axiom (J_l 1) to 
(U 1’) 
The method for proving congruence given in the proof of Theorem 14 works just as 
well for this extended language equipped with rules (GO), (4 l’), and (&2)-(US). So 
we obtain: 
Theorem 29. Evaluation bisimilarity (defined just as in Definition 6) is a congruence 
for NCCS extended with sums satisfying (US). 
Next we consider the problem of finding labelled transition rules for + which permit 
the results of Section 3 (Theorem 24 in particular) to go through. Two possibilities 
from the literature which come to mind are: 
CCS summation (see [14]). 
P, + P2 -$ P 
(i = 1,2). 
External non-deterministic choice (see [7, Ch. 51) 
P, J+ P{ P2 5 Pz’ 
PI + P2 -r, P: + P2 PI + P2 J+ PI + P2’ 
q&P 
PI + P2 -5 P 
(i = 1,2). 
(Recall that G ranges over names and co-names, while a ranges over names, co-names 
and r.) For either of these choices of transition rules, Theorem 24 fails, i.e. evaluation 
bisimilarity does not coincide with delay bisimulation equivalence. This is easy to see if 
+ is interpreted as CCS summation, because unlike =u, delay bisimulation equivalence 
fails to be a congruence for + for the same reason that observational equivalence fails 
to be a CCS congruence. For example, using the z-prefixing operation of Definition 8, 
x.0 + (r.y.0) is not delay bisimilar to x.0 + y.0, but the two processes are evaluation 
bisimilar - using the fact that r.y.0 =Q y.0 and the congruence property stated in the 
theorem above. (Contrast this with Example 10.) 
If + is interpreted as external non-deterministic choice, eu and ~a still fail to 
coincide. For example, consider 
P~~f((x1.0@x2.0)+y.o)(z.o 
F3 kf 9 @ ((x1 .o + y.0)jz.O) 
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where x1,x2, y,z are distinct and we take the internal choice operator @ to be defined 
by (43). By calculating the possible labelled transitions of PI and 9 using the rules 
for external choice, it is not hard to check that these two processes are delay bisimilar. 
However, they are not evaluation bisimilar: for 4 $2. Pi with Pi “6 x1 .O+ y.0; whereas 
if PI Jtz.P{ then P,’ = (XI .O B x2 .O) + y.0, which clearly is not evaluation bisimilar 
to Pi. 
The following characterisation of evaluation bisimilarity for the calculus with un- 
restricted summation was suggested by Catuscia Palamidessi [20]. 
Theorem 30. Consider NCCS extended with +. Let JJ be inductively generated by 
the rules (4 0), (4 l’), and ($2)-(JJ 5). L e 4 be inductively generated by the rules t 
(+ l)-(-+ 5) together with the following countable collection of rules (one for each 
nB1): 
9=Q1 J+Q2 -.. en-1 J+ Qn Qn sf’ 
PI + 9 L P 
(i= 1,2). (-+Gd 
Then evaluation bisimilarity (Defmition 6) coincides with delay bisimulation equiva- 
lence (Dejinition 23). 
Proof. One first shows that Lemma 19 continues to hold for the extended system. The 
proof of part (ii) of the lemma is exactly as before, because (+ 6,) does not introduce 
r-transitions; in the proof of part (iii), closure of {(P, 8. .‘)I%“‘. P 3 P” N P’} under 
(4 5) is straightforward using the rules (-+ 6,); and then part (i) can be proved, using 
part (ii) and (JJ. 5) to get closure under each rule (--+ 6,). Armed with this lemma, the 
proof of the theorem goes through just as for Theorem 24. 0 
5. Conclusions 
We feel the results in this paper vindicate evaluation to committedform as a promis- 
ing approach to the topic of ‘weak’ equivalence in process calculi, both in its own 
right and in the way it relates and sheds light on existing approaches. In conclusion, 
we mention two topics which may bear further investigation. First, evaluation seems 
at a slightly higher level of abstraction than labelled transition; moreover it places the 
emphasis upon composition and restriction as fundamental operations (indeed in some 
cases as purely structural ones - cf. Section 4.2). So maybe this approach can suggest 
new avenues in the rather under-developed subject of denotational semantics for com- 
municating processes up to weak equivalence. Secondly, since evaluation relations are 
already a convenient way to specify the structural operational semantics of functional 
languages, our approach may aid in developing theories of equivalence for languages 
integrating functional and process-theoretic features. To that end, a comparison of an 
evaluation-based approach to CML [24] with the transition-based theory developed by 
Ferreira et al. in [3] will appear in the second author’s thesis. 
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